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Turning Ideas into Components

O p t i c a l  C o m p o n e n t s  a n d  S y s t e m s,  

S e r v i c e s  f o r  O E M s  a n d  S u p p l i e r s.

Automotive Solutions

Precision Glass Components

Optical Systems

Express Glass Services



„We are a 
modular company“
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Glass
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Docter Optics consists of four divisions that have grown organically to form a modular

structure. Each performs unique services and at the same time contributes to the

synergistic potential of the whole. 

The Precision Glass Components division is an industrial-scale producer of components

for high-performance Concentrated Photovoltaics (CPV) systems and optical components

for general lighting applications based on the use of LEDs. Automotive Solutions is the

world market leader in the production of aspheres and free-form lenses for halogen,

HID and LED automotive headlights. Optical Systems is the Docter Optics division that

develops and produces optical, optoelectronic and optomechanical subassemblies for a

host of uses, including biometric, medical and analytical applications. And, last but far

from least, our Express Glass Services division has earned an international reputation

as a premier source of custom-produced semi-finished optical components, semi-

finished products for prototypes and small runs.



„We li(o)ve glass“

Glass is one of the oldest man-made materials. Hardly any other material offers such

versatility and potential and is at the same time so environmentally friendly. 

Unlike optical components made of raw materials of fossil origin, optical glass

components have an especially low CO2 footprint. Another important benefit of optical

glass is that it features excellent spectral transmissivity as compared with synthetic

materials, which become cloudy much faster and as a result have to be replaced more

frequently. Glass is made of quartz and various other naturally occurring materials.

Since glass can be reused virtually indefinitely to make new products, the use of glass

plays an important role when it comes to the conservation of resources.

And that explains why we li(o)ve glass and look forward to working with our customers

to find new applications for this unique material.



„We really 
can do what we promise“

Automotive Solutions

Our proprietary D0C3D® pro-

cess enables us to mold gobs

of glass to form aspheres and

free-form lenses for the projection headlights (halogen,

HID and LED) now seen on so many upmarket auto-

mobiles. Today, Docter Optics ships projection lenses

to all well-known headlight manufacturers in Europe,

Asia and the US.

Express Glass Services

Clients often source small runs

of components made of optical

glass, filter glass, glass cera-

mics or quartz glass from Express Glass Services (EGS)

because they find it faster and more economical than

in-house production. And that explains why customers

throughout the world appreciate the benefits of

working with EGS.

Optical Systems

Companies throughout the

world regularly turn to us for

the development and produc-

tion of optoelectronic and optomechanical subassem-

blies or special-purpose lenses. One reason why we

can offer a suite of services that extend along the

entire value chain and include everything from initial

optical design to mold production and logistics.

Precision Glass Components

DOCFast® technology was de-

veloped by Docter Optics spe-

cifically for the production of

optical components with complex surface geometries.

This technology permits inline production of components

from glass as it leaves the furnace. Examples include

light pipes for Concentrated Photovoltaics (CPV) systems

or free-form lenses for general lighting applications.



„We offer 
freedom of design“

Freedom of design can be an important advantage for companies that need an

economical high-volume source of aspheres, free-form lenses, lens arrays, prisms,

mirrors or light pipes.

Only Docter Optics has the resources and technology it needs to combine freedom of

design with maximum production economy. When it comes to high-volume production,

we can count on the skills and commitment of our exceptionally qualified optical de-

signers, toolmakers, production engineers and customer care representatives who work

hand in hand to meet and exceed the expectations of our clients. And lean processes

also facilitate the production of optical components with complex surface geometries. 

Docter Optics customers also benefit from freedom of design when it comes to the

development and assembly of optical, optoelectronic and optomechanical systems on

a large scale. Years of in-depth experience give our customers solutions that are often

unique in terms of technology and economy.     



„We are 
 where our customers need us“

We have often been told that we seem to be possessed by optics. And it is true.

We are. One reason why is that we keep finding new areas of applications for optical

components and systems. We like to show people what they can do with optics, and

that explains our consistent involvement in development projects at the international

level, which again and again produce surprisingly useful results.

Our activities cover a broad spectrum of technology. And we are constantly on the lookout

for new technology that we can integrate into our repertoire of solutions. Our primary

focus is on the needs of our customers, the development of custom technical solutions

to meet those needs and the use of our proprietary production processes to achieve

the best possible combination of performance and economy.



„We lend quality  
another dimension“

How important is quality?  

Our experience has shown that each individual product and application poses unique

requirements in terms of quality. After all, the benchmark for the quality of any given

part or component depends on its use and the specific competitive environment. Too

much quality will make a product too expensive and too little will simply not do the job.

The breadth and depth of the services offered by our four divisions make it possible

for our customers to define benchmarks in terms of quality for any part or component

they source from Docter Optics.  

Once those specifications have been fixed, we make sure that they are respected in

actual practice, for example, by using process-integrated quality management  systems.

That’s what it takes to deliver consistently high quality tailored to the needs of our

customers, for example, when it comes to shipping millions of aspheres and free-form

lenses a year to our automotive customers throughout the world.



„We grow with 
every new challenge“

We are driven by the needs of our customers. And for us, that means taking an

approach that goes well beyond the usual scope of customer care. We make a point

of working together with the people who use our products, and our combined resources

often enable us to tap into ideas and potential that produce surprising benefits in terms

of technology and economy.

For us at Docter Optics, “Turning Ideas into Components” is more than just a slogan.

It reflects the basic idea that drives our employees, including everyone from your contact

person to the specialists who are responsible for design and engineering, procurement

and tool-shop as well as for the job floor for production of optical components or semi-

finished products and assembly.

We always look forward to new challenges!




